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"Lucky Lindy" Takes Flight, Part 1
By Toni Lee Robinson

Sunlight glances off the simple lines
of the single wing plane. Painted on its
side are the words "Spirit of St. Louis."
The sturdy little plane hangs, frozen in
mid-flight, in the airy spaces of the
Smithsonian National Air and Space
Museum.

The plane is displayed in the
"Milestones of Flight" gallery at NASM.
Hovering nearby is the Wright 1903
Flyer, the first airplane ever to fly
successfully. Why would "Spirit of St.
Louis" rate such an honored place in the history of flight? The small
silver plane was the first one flown solo, nonstop, across the Atlantic
Ocean.

The historic flight took place in 1927. Aviation, the
development and use of aircraft, was barely past its infancy at the
time. World War I saw the first practical use of flying machines.
Planes were used first for scouting the enemy and then for warfare.

These military functions didn't transfer well into civilian life.
After the war, planes were used mainly for entertainment.
Barnstorming became a fairground attraction. Crowds thrilled at the
sight of planes rolling and diving in the sky above them. Some
barnstorm pilots even had helpers who stood on the wings of the
planes as they did their stunts.

Then the postal service began to experiment with airmail. At first
the routes were short. Planes were not capable of long hours of
flight. They couldn't fly at night. The mail had to be carried over all
terrain in all weather. Pilots shivered through storms that pounded
right into the open planes. Trees and hills could suddenly pop up in
front of a pilot blinded by a mountain snowstorm.

The old warplanes used to carry the mail were dangerous. The

compasses in their control panels worked poorly. Pilots used rivers
and other landmarks to find direction. They often flew dangerously
low. The following telegram was received May 16, 1923, at Air
Mail headquarters:

On Trip 4 westbound. Flying low. Engine quit. Only place to land
on cow. Killed cow. Wrecked plane. Scared me. Smith.

Pilot Dean Smith, the sender of the telegram, was lucky enough
to survive this crash and many others. Some were not so lucky.
Thirty-one of the first forty airmail pilots died in crashes.

Gradually, airmail safety began to improve. In 1926, a young
pilot named Charles A. Lindbergh got into the act. Lindbergh had
grown up in Minnesota, the son of a lawyer and a teacher. He was
indifferent about school but had natural mechanical skills. At 19, he
was flunking out of engineering school. Then he discovered flying.
He knew his life would never be the same again.

Lindbergh became a pilot, barnstorming at fairs and other shows.
He enlisted in the Army Air Service Reserve. Suddenly, he became
a model student. He graduated first in his class in army flight school.
Shortly afterward, he took a job as chief pilot for a private airmail
contractor. He trained pilots and plotted routes. His preflight routines
were careful and thorough. Lindbergh and his staff made five runs a
week between Chicago and St. Louis.

The old DeHavilland planes used to fly the mail were known as
"flying coffins." During crash landings, which happened often, the
planes' fuel tanks were prone to explode. Bumpy fields often served
as runways. If, in the course of a mail run, the day had strayed too
far into night, landings were accomplished by shining a flashlight
from the open cockpit. After Lindbergh twice parachuted to safety
from a plane headed for a crash, his peers began to call him "Lucky
Lindy."

Even with all the dangers and uncertainties, Lindbergh and his
daredevil pilots earned the public's respect. The dependability of
their mail runs guaranteed airmail a place in everyday life. In the
process, the aviation industry began to grow up. Planes made quick
work of short distances. What if longer flights were possible?
Say...across the Atlantic Ocean? If only it were so. Airplanes could
create a whole new world!
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Questions

1. What is the "Spirit of St. Louis", and where could you find it?

2. Aviation is to planes as:

A. carpentry is to building
B. engineering is to bridges
C. radiation is to x-rays
D. biology is to birds

3. What prompted the first regular, practical use of planes?

A. the development of better landing strips
B. the general need for faster travel around the world
C. World War I
D. World War II

4. If you attended a barnstorming event in the early 1920s, you
would see:

A. planes doing stunts in the air
B. neighbors gathered to build a barn for someone
C. the livestock show at a county fair
D. officers of the law raiding a farm where illegal liquor was

made

5. The on-the-job death rate among early airmail pilots was over
75%. What made the job so hazardous?

6. What do you know about Charles Lindbergh from the story?
What can you infer (deduce) about him?

7. From which did Lindbergh NOT learn more about flying?

A. his experience as a barnstormer
B. his experience as an airmail pilot
C. the Army
D. his college engineering courses

8. Explain how Lindbergh and his fellow airmail pilots advanced
the new field of aviation.


